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GRAND EVENING AT THE GROCERS’

Liveryman Alwyn Thompson discusses
the evening with a guest

Liveryman Andrew Kent shares a Loving
Cup with Mr. Flanagan

ll who attended at the Grocers’ Hall for our Master &
Wardens Dinner were in agreement that the venue
was absolutely ideal for the occasion. After the
reception and the Master had processed with the principal
guests, the Honorary Chaplain delivered a Grace written in
his inimitable style that even by his own very high
standards was quite outstanding and created the right
mood for the evening.

the guests, Past Sheriff Regan provided a number of
statistics relating to the Shrieval Year and highlighted some
of the contrasting events that he had attended and
witnessed. He concluded his address with a witty parody
based on the twelve days of Christmas with a turkey and its
fate as the central theme. A toast to the Master & Wardens
was proposed by Honorary Assistant George Bray while
the Renter Warden, Alan French, responded with a theme
centring on St. Clement Danes and the ‘Oranges &
Lemons’ nursery rhyme.

A

Nearly eighty liverymen and their guests sat down to enjoy
a splendid meal at this, the fourth dinner in the Fruiterers’
calendar. We were delighted to welcome Past Sheriff
Richard Regan, Honorary Liveryman General Sir Robert
Pascoe, Master Poulter, Master Farmer, Steven Graham
(Past Master Glazier), Owner of Garden of the Year Richard
Paice, Robin Baum, Martin de la Fuente and three past
Captains from Kingswood Golf Club.

Formal proceedings were concluded by the Clerk who
proposed the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers. The
Company and guests then retired to share a stirrup cup
before departing.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Before proposing a toast to the guests, the Master touched
on a number of the amazing experiences that he and Sue
had shared during his time in office. Replying on behalf of

Renter Warden Alan French
replies on behalf of the
Master & Wardens.

The Master presents a gift to
Past Sheriff Regan

Fri

Honorary Assistant George
Bray proposes a toast to the
the Master & Wardens
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January 25th

St. Paul’s Day Service, St Mary
Abchurch
Luncheon, Innholders’ Hall

Tue January 29th

City Food Lecture

Mon February 11th

Evensong, St Lawrence Jewry
Annual Banquet, Guildhall

Fri

United Guilds Service, St Paul’s
Cathedral
Informal Luncheon, Stationers’ Hall

March 7th

Wed 12th March

Informal Carvery Lunch,
Butchers’ Hall

Tue 15th April

Tree Planting US Ambassador’s
Residence, Winfield House

Thu 1st May

Golf Day, Kingswood GC

Thu 15th May

Audit Court Dinner, Carpenters’ Hall

F R U I T C U LT U R E AWA R D
n recognition of her 28 years service as a consultant and
researcher in plant pathology, Dr Angela Berrie was
presented with the annual Fruit Culture Award by the
Company’s Master (Mr Ivor Robins) at the National Fruit
Show Dinner on 17th October.
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Ivor Robins remarked that “Angela’s unique expertise in the
diagnosis and treatment of fruit diseases is highly appreciated
by growers, who recognise that she is equally at home with the
universal diseases, such as apple scab, and obscure disorders
that are a mystery to everybody else”, and that “her approach
to science is intensely practical; she makes sure that her R&D
work is planned such as to produce practical results of use to
growers in achieving better management of diseases”.
In 1975, Angela completed an honours degree in Agricultural
Botany at the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, continuing there
for a further 3 years to complete a PhD.
There then followed 14 years with ADAS at Wye, Kent,
specialising in the diseases of fruit.

Dr Angela Berrie receives the award from The Master

In 1993, Angela joined East Malling Research as a research leader conducting plant pathology R&D, but also retains
involvement with consultancy and spray programme planning.

PRESENTATION OF FRUIT
TO THE LORD MAYOR

The Mansion House

The Lord Mayor and The Master conclude the Ceremony

The Master & Renter Warden welcome others

t is always a privilege and pleasure to attend the
annual Fruiterers’ Presentation of Fruit to the Lord
Mayor, and so it was on the 1st November. Although
the Company has the responsibility through ancient
ordinances to discharge this duty we have been most
fortunate that every Lord Mayor in recent times has
regarded this ancient ceremony as one to be fostered
and preserved. As usual, many Fruiterers were welcomed
by the Mansion House Staff and observed as The Right
Honourable The Lord Mayor Alderman John Stuttard
received a sample of the fruit from the Master
accompanied by the Honorary Fruit Porter. A Loving Cup
was then shared between the Lord Mayor and the Master.
Following the formal ceremony Liverymen crossed to the
Guildhall for a private lunch.
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WELSHMAN ELECTED LORD MAYOR

Officials gather before the Common Hall Ceremony at the Guildhall

As is customary, Liverymen of the
several City of London Livery
Companies were summoned to
Common Hall at the Guildhall on
Monday 1st October to elect the
Lord Mayor for the forthcoming year.
There were five nominees but Sheriff
and Alderman David Lewis was
selected. He is the 680th Lord
Mayor and the 8th Welshman to
hold the position. The humorous
Lord Mayor elect, related several
amusing stories in his acceptance
speech
and
was
generally
acknowledged to be the correct
candidate for the 2007/2008 year.
He was admitted to this historic and
extremely important position, in
front of his peers, at ‘The Silent
Ceremony’ held on Friday 9th
November and was subsequently
paraded before the City the following
day during the traditional Lord
Mayor’s Show. Fruiterers attended
the election in number taking their
responsibilities most seriously.

LORD
MAYOR’S
SHOW

The IPM, Master & Renter Warden in good form

On Saturday 10th November the 680th Lord Mayor of
London Alderman & Solicitor David Lewis was paraded
through the City Streets in the spectacular display known
as the Lord Mayor’s Show. Although the Fruiterers did not
enter a float this year, many of the Company were in
attendance in a variety of roles. The Fruiterers’ signage was
displayed on the City Markets float and the Master, Renter
Warden and Immediate Past Master, all old campaigners in
this event, were gowned, on parade and obviously enjoying
the occasion. Despite the relaxed appearance of our
intrepid Fruiterers it should be remembered that the event
follows a fairly lengthy route and at a brisk pace –
measured in military terms! An incredible amount of fruit
was handed out to the spectators who thronged onto the
streets.

The City Markets Float with Fruiterers in attendance
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Mumbai or Singapore. Across
emerging markets the economic
and financial news has been
good, with strong growth
and ample liquidity. So far
this has been a problem
for the West, but it is
worth recalling that
when Asia had a
financial crisis in
1997 it took a full
year
for
its
impact to be felt
around
the
globe. Similarly,
the full impact
of
problems
now may take
time to feed
through.
Whilst there is
no doubt that
regions like Asia and the
Middle East are in a far
better position to be able to
cope with a US downturn,
the business cycle does exist
– and the opening up of
China has not put an end to it.
So even they may be impacted
in the year ahead.

e

The City enters 2008 in a nervous
state, anticipating an economic
slowdown, fearing tougher
times
and
wondering
whether the financial
boom is about to end.

Ci

V iew

Although there has
been poor news
trickling out of the
financial
sector
since the US subworries
prime
early in 2007,
problems only
really started to
surface
from
summer
on.
Only then did
the
potential
scale of the
problem begin
to be realised.
The UK suffered its first
run on a bank in over a
century, whilst across the
Western world financial
firms endured huge losses
from a combination of writeoffs and ratings downgrades
on their portfolios.
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Lending to people who can't
repay is not good. Neither is
discovering that a fancily named
product is worth only a fraction of
what you thought. It doesn't do much
for your bottom line, and even less for the
image of how many financial firms are run!

The biggest problem is that the
fundamentals in the US, the world's
biggest economy, are poor. US
consumers need to spend less and save
more. If they do this gradually then there
will be a prolonged period of weak, below
trend growth. If they cut back dramatically, and
stop spending in their tracks, then there will be a US
recession. Faced with such risks, expect the US Federal
Reserve to cut rates sharply and the dollar to weaken.

In recent years financial markets around the world have
been driven by a combination of booming growth and
ample liquidity. The last four years have seen the biggest
economic boom since the Second World War. Whilst such
an economic environment may have justified the strength
of financial markets the fact that there was so much
money around led to bad behaviour. Banks and financial
markets did not price for risk.

How will the UK fare? We face many of the same
challenges as the US, particularly as large parts of the
economy such as government spending and household
consumption have been driven by debt in recent years.
Not everything is bad, but the economy will slow and the
Bank of England will be forced to cut interest rates.

Take Northern Rock or many of the structured investment
vehicles of banks that ran into trouble. Whilst there were
many issues involved, a basic flaw was that they borrowed
or raised money short-term, whilst investing or lending
long-term. This contributed to the liquidity problems that
have dogged the markets in recent months. Banks have
had to keep money for their own needs and the fear that
there is worse news to come has deterred many banks
from lending to one another! Soon this could lead to
capital problems for banks in the US and the UK, which
will limit their ability in 2008 to lend to either firms or
people.

Every financial crisis is different, heavily influenced by the
fundamentals (poor in the US and UK but good in many
other countries), the policy response (thankfully good so
far in the US) and confidence. It is the latter that is always
hard to call, even during a crisis itself. This present crisis
still has a ‘hard to call’ feel to it. The image I have is of
watching one of those old westerns, where a slow burning
fuse is lit, and eventually at the end of the fuse a giant
explosion takes place. Currently we are watching to see if
the banks themselves, helped by policymakers, can
combine to put the burning fuse out in time before the
explosion takes place. That explosion, if it did occur, could
blow balance sheets and capital ratios to pieces, cause
huge pain across the financial sector and the world
economy.

How will all this play out? The focus will be more on New
York than on London, as that is the epicenter of this crisis.
Yet the mood in both London and New York contrasts
with that in other parts of the world, whether it is Dubai,
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VIEW FROM THE
HIGH STREET
here was a time when the vast majority of
fresh fruit and vegetables consumed in the
UK were purchased from independent
greengrocers and stallholders operating in
the high street. Over the last sixty years that
number has declined dramatically and is
now a shadow of the thousands that once existed. Their
demise has been ascribed, correctly, to the evolution of
multiple retailing. But successful independents still
operate in this country and where they are found you can
usually discover very sound proprietors who live and die
fruit, veg and flowers and run extremely flourishing
businesses. In a new series we endeavour to discover how
they have survived and how they structure their companies
to satisfy their customers against the might of the
supermarkets and how they view each season.

T

David Bryant is one such retailer. A man in his early sixties
and hailing from Wycombe he runs a shop called ‘The
Fruit Market’ in the High Street of Bourne End, Bucks. Six
days a week he rises at 3 a.m. to travel to Western
International Market to buy supplies for his business. He
insists on doing this personally as he believes he fully
understands the four foundation stones that are vital to his
commercial success, “Quality, Value, Service and
Convenience”! His formula is simple, a user friendly,
attractive shop with adequate parking. He has invested
heavily in his facility. Self service is a priority with friendly
attentive staff and attractive merchandising plus a specially
constructed cold room and a separate flower section. The
selection of products that is on sale means that the
consumer does not have to look elsewhere for
requirements. There are no highs and lows in this
business it is a steady trade and the more one gets to know
and understand ones customers and their wants the more
success you can bring. Getting the right product mix and
quality is not difficult but does take time and effort.
“Obviously we have suffered with the decline of local
suppliers, as many have gone out of business, but most
products can be acquired from the market”, David says.
As with many businesses there are challenges and issues
that require resolution but sites with great potential are
available, they just require dedication and application.
Over the past four months veg sales have recovered and
new season English fruit has become available. Most
flowers are available throughout the year and form an
important element of the business. With Christmas
approaching demand for seasonal products will increase,
to emphasise the point David lifts a sack of chestnuts from
his stockroom while talking. We have many customers
who buy their groceries in the supermarket but come to us
for their fresh produce. Hopefully that will continue over
the festive season. Prices have risen somewhat because of
fuel prices but customers appear to understand the
reasons. David is optimistic about the future and sees no
evidence in his situation that circumstances will change.

David makes a note of a customer’s requirements

The Flower Shop is a busy place

The Fruit Market Bourne End
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RESEARCH PROJECTS/STUDENTSHIPS C
UNDERSTANDING AND IMPROVING THE
ACCEPTABILITY OF STRAWBERRIES FOR
CONSUMPTION BY CHILDREN
A one-year studentship at EMR. Fruiterers are providing
£7,500 (approximately half the total cost) and EMR is
funding the remainder. Clare Hopson is the student
and the project is managed by Dr Colin Gutteridge and
Dr David Simpson, EMR.

acceptability to children and then to design a
presentation of fresh strawberries that would make a
suitable ‘lunch-box’ snack. In addition, the variations in
taste, sugar and organic acid composition are being
monitored for retail samples of strawberry throughout
the main English season.

The aims of the project are to identify the level of
sweetness in strawberries that maximises their

(See full report Fruiterers Newsletter 59 page 7)

SEX PHEROMONE ECOLOGY OF SOME
IMPORTANT MIDGE PESTS OF UK FRUIT CROPS
A three-year PhD studentship at NRI (Natural
Resources Institute, Chatham). Fruiterers are providing
£5,000 p.a. for three years; HDC is funding the
remainder.

Dasineura tetensi, is also a damaging pest. Female sex
pheromones provide means for monitoring and control
of insect pests that have the potential to be more
sustainable than control with conventional insecticides.
The objective of this project is to study the chemical
diversity of the female sex pheromones of midges,
especially those of importance in UK fruit crops, and to
make them available for use in monitoring and control
of these pests.

Lakmali Amarawardana is the student and the
supervisors are Professor David Hall (NRI) and Dr Jerry
Cross (EMR).
The pear leaf midge, Dasineura pyri, and pear midge,
Contarinia pyrivora, are important pests of pear in the
UK and elsewhere and the blackcurrant leaf midge,

(Several photos illustrating this project appeared in
Newsletter 59, page 7)

INTEGRATED PEST AND DISEASE
MANAGEMENT FOR HIGH QUALITY
PROTECTED RASPBERRY PRODUCTION
A five-year Defra Horticulture LINK project, with a budget
of £270k p.a. (including ‘in kind’ contributions). Defra
provide half; Fruiterers, as one of the 14 other funders,
provide £1,500 p.a.
The project co-ordinator is Mr John Place, a fruit grower;
the research partners are EMR, ADAS, SCRI and NRI.
Raspberries are very susceptible to Botrytis, mildew,
raspberry beetle, cane midge and aphids. Currently,
pesticides are relied on for control and are applied close to
harvest. Intensive use of pesticides, including the organophosphorus (OP) chlorpyrifos, which is used to control
raspberry beetle and cane midge, is undesirable and
unsustainable.

Raspberries growing under protection;
the subject of this LINK project
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CURRENTLY SUPPORTED BY FRUITERERS
Raspberries are susceptible to rain and, to meet the
requirements of major multiple retailers, the crop has to be
grown under protection. Initial observations indicate
increased risk of mildew in protected crops. Plant
protection methods have not been adapted for this new
growing environment, which provides opportunities to
reduce reliance on pesticides. This five-year Horticulture
LINK project aims to develop sustainable methods of

integrated management of Botrytis, mildew, raspberry
beetle, cane midge (with associated disorder ‘midge
blight’) and aphids on protected raspberry crops that do
not rely on sprays of fungicides and insecticides during
flowering or fruit development so that quality fruit can be
produced with minimal risk of occurrence of detectable
pesticide residues at harvest.

INCREASING BIOCONTROL OF APHIDS IN ORCHARDS:
RESPONSE OF APHID NATURAL ENEMIES TO PLANT VOLATILES
A six-month project at EMR, costing £2,700, led by Dr
Jean Fitzgerald (completed earlier in 2007).

other species. Field experiments confirmed the finding of
earlier joint work by this group in collaboration with
Rothamsted Research and University of Southampton that
had identified the chemical nature of the aphid sex
pheromone; this pheromone mixture attracted male rosy
apple aphids to traps and thus provides a potential basis
for a monitoring system. The project overall increased the
scientific understanding of pest and predator/parasitoid
interactions, strengthening the basis for designing
strategies that use aphid pheromones and plant volatiles
as a means of attracting natural enemies of aphids into the
crop area, thus enhancing biocontrol of the pest.

Many naturally occurring predators and parasitoids attack
aphids and other pests in apple orchards, but often
migrate into orchards as pest populations increase, and
thus too late in the season to prevent damaging
populations of the pest from occurring. Recent Defrafunded research showed that in the laboratory a predatory
midge, Aphidoletes aphidimyza, and an aphid parasitoid,
Aphidius matricariae, responded positively to aphidinfested leaves. Many plants respond to herbivore, in this
case aphid, feeding by modifying their secondary
metabolism
to
produce
volatile
chemicals
(semiochemicals) that act to repel herbivores and thus
reduce herbivore colonisation.

MAPPING APHID
RESISTANCE GENES
IN RASPBERRY

This project showed some plant volatiles to be attractive to
the predatory bug Orius laevigatus in laboratory
experiments, and field experiments suggested that the
aphid sex pheromone attracted predatory spiders, but not

Fruiterers are providing £7,000 for this six-month
project to begin shortly at EMR, involving a
studentship supervised by Ms Feli Fernández.
The large raspberry aphid, Amphorophora idaei,
transmits four different viruses, and resistance to this
vector is central to raspberry breeding programmes,
exploiting one or more of five known resistance genes.
Aphids have begun to overcome the resistance
conferred by at least two of these genes. The
objective of this project is to develop molecular
markers for some of these resistance genes as a
means of characterising which resistance genes are
present in particular cultivars and breeding material.

The predatory bug Orius lavigatus attacking its prey

The Large raspberry aphid Amphorphora idaei

Laboratory experiments on predator behaviour
using a Y-tube olfactometer
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M ASTER ’ S R
After six months as Master I began to relax a little. I would
like to thank my Wardens, the Past Masters and our Clerk, for
the invaluable support they all have given to myself and Sue.
The 3rd of July was a busy day. Lunch at the Farmers’ Club
at noon, Committee Meeting at the Guildhall at 3pm and
dinner as a guest of the Worshipful Company of Innholders at
7pm. On the 5th we spent a wonderful day at the City of
London Freeman’s School. Twenty Masters were invited to
accompany the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs down to Ashtead in
Surrey. The School, Staff and pupils were fantastic and the
concert that we were privileged to witness in the afternoon
was of truly professional standards and delivered by a
number of very gifted musicians. The following day, the 6th
July, we were at Hadlow College for lunch and to present
prizes to a number of very industrious students. Two days
grace and then on the 9th at the Central Criminal Courts

enjoyed the “Wow” factor of the venue. The high attendance
certainly helped create the atmosphere. On 21st July we
attended Honorary Assistant Jane Lockwood’s wedding at
the invitation of Michael & Mary Sykes and on behalf of the
Company we wish the couple a happy and healthy life
together. The Garden of the Year visit on the 27th July to
Boughton House proved to be a splendid day. Magnificent
gardens, tree planting and charming hosts, Richard &
Monique Paice, made the event particularly special. A lunch
arranged by the Clerk at a gastro pub “up the hill” was
enjoyed by all.

The Master at Jane and Nick’s wedding

Hadlow College

attending a reception held on behalf of the Sheriffs’ and
Recorder’s Fund which is designed to help newly released
prisoners not to re-offend. The 12th July at East Malling for
the Nuffield Scholarship Day at which there was a prize giving
and lunch. Day following, the 13th, a guest at the Master of
London Chef’s Club reception at the National Liberal Club.
On the 17th The Lord Mayor’s visit to Spitalfields Market
where Chairman of Tenants and Honorary Assistant Chris
Hutchinson received the guests, accompanied them on a
tour of the Market and then provided a real market breakfast!
Later in the day Sue and I had the great honour of attending
a Garden Party at Buckingham Palace. The Summer Court
Dinner at the magnificent Fishmongers’ Hall on the 19th was
for Sue and myself very satisfying and we hope that all of you
who attended felt that the arrangements were worthwhile and

The Master & Sue with Richard Paice
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August 1st & 2nd were a special treat, having received an
invitation from the Royal & Ancient, (R&A), to play Ganton
Championship Course with the Captain of Ganton and a
member of the Championship Committee. On the 24th
August there was a visit to R H Wisley to present prizes to
students on behalf of the Company.
The first appointment in September on the 20th was a sad
one being a memorial service for Liveryman John Ciclitira. It
was a very moving experience and was accompanied by
some quite beautiful music. To Writtle College on the 24th for
a lunch and prize giving for some “very enthusiastic”
students. A first visit to the Armourers’ Hall on the 25th by
invitation of the Worshipful Company of Poulters. On arrival
I discovered that only two guests had been invited, The Lord
Mayor and myself. Fortunately he had prepared a speech so
I did not have to ‘sing for my supper, (lunch)’!
Into October and it started with a very busy day on the 1st.
Breakfast at the Honorary Artillery Company followed by the
Election of the Lord Mayor at the Guildhall; lunch at The Little
Ship Club, Master’s Committee Meeting and in company with
the Clerk attendance at St. Paul’s Cathedral for the
installation of the new Dean. Sue and I were back in St. Paul’s
on the 3rd at the invitation of the Worshipful Company of
Musicians for an evening of excellent music and choral
renditions. To the Old Bailey on the 5th as a guest of the
Sheriffs for a tour of this historic building, lunch and to sit in
at the afternoon sessions. The first reception of the “007
Licence to Dine” Masters’ Club was held on the 8th at the
Innholders’ Hall and was great fun. Newly installed Master
Butcher invited myself and the Clerk to lunch on the 10th.
The Dean of St. Paul’s held a reception during the evening of
the 11th. Two days later, the 13th, Liveryman Graham Collier
stood in for me on a visit to Pershore College. As usual the
National Fruit Show was held at Detling over two days on the

R EFLECTIONS
17th/18th October. We were in attendance on the first day
and during the evening at dinner I had the great privilege of
presenting the Fruiterers’ ‘Fruit Culture Award’ to Dr Angela
Berrie, who is a truly talented lady. An Awards Council
Meeting consumed most of the 18th. On the 19th we
attended a memorial service for Past Master Sir Rowland
Whitehead. This was a deeply moving service for a quite
remarkable man. A very large gathering listened to an
enthralling eulogy read by Timothy West, the actor and
although many of us realised some of his achievements it
was a revelation to learn just how many projects Rowland had
been involved with. To the Painters’ Hall, with the Clerk, on
the 24th, as guests of the Worshipful Company of Woolmen
for their Court Dinner. We were entertained most royally by
the Master, Gavin Hamilton-Deely. And so to the 26th, and
another Master’s perk an invitation from the National
Farmer’s Union to join them for their Golf Day at the West
Surrey Golf Club.

The Fruiterers enter through the Sovereign’s Entrance

November 1st was an important day. It started with the
Ceremony of the Presentation of Fruit to the Lord Mayor at
the Mansion House. Those who attended were made most
welcome by The Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress at a
champagne reception following this most important
Ceremony in our Company’s calendar. An excellent lunch,
organised by the Clerk, followed at the Guildhall. The
Remembrance Day Service was held in St. Paul’s Cathedral
on the 5th November with the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs in
attendance. On the 8th November, following a Court Meeting
the Master & Wardens Dinner was held in the wonderful
Grocers’ Hall. Judging by the subsequent correspondence
that I received the event was enjoyed by all who had attended.
My personal guests were the Master Farmer, Master Poulter,
Honorary Liveryman General Sir Robert Pascoe and Richard
Paice (Gardener of the year). The Lord Mayor’s Show on
10th November and we managed to join the City Markets’
Float which carried our signage, due to the good offices of
Honorary Assistant Chris Hutchinson and Market
Superintendent Ken Alexander. A great day was enjoyed by
everyone and we distributed around 2,600 pieces of fruit to
the public on the round trip. On the 12th we had an invitation

Chapter 3

Master at the Lord Mayor’s Show

to join the Worshipful Company of Actuaries and as the
Master Actuary’s opening comment was “How would you
describe an Actuary”? “Someone who thought accountancy
was too exciting”! Nevertheless it was a most enjoyable
evening. A remarkable visit to the House of Lords on the
20th was sponsored by our Honorary Liveryman Lord Patrick
Mayhew to whom we were most grateful. The tour of the
Palace accompanied by some very knowledgeable guides
and the lunch on the Terrace was a great treat and will be a
cherished memory for the 80 who were in attendance. My
personal guests included Lord Mayhew, Lord King, Master
Woolman, Master Poulter and Past Master Glazier and Mrs
Graham, Mr. & Mrs Stobold and Richard & Monique Paice.
The Past Masters’ Dinner wonderfully organised by Past
Master Wallis was for me, an amazing experience, and I once
again thank them for their kind invitation and for all the help
and sound advice they have offered me during this wonderful
year. Past Master Keith Knowles invited me to the City of
London Police Dinner at the Stationers’ Hall on the 22nd
where I had the honour to sit between not one, but two Chief
Commoners! Cider again on the 27th, when the Clerk and I
attended ‘The All Parties Parliamentary Cider Committee
Meeting’ at the House of Commons. Southwark Cathedral
on the 28th where the Sheriffs and Masters witnessed The
Lord Mayor receiving an honorary degree from the City
University. Lunch was held at the Globe Theatre.

Master addresses Fruiterers at Guildhall Lunch
following presentation of fruit

And in conclusion, Sue and I would like to wish everyone in
the Fruiterers Company Seasonal Greetings and a Happy and
Healthy New Year – especially to Eric and Harriet.
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FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
declaration that they would increase their sales of English
apples and this has been very apparent. There is increasing
evidence that the demand for Cox is slowly declining
amongst English consumers, particularly the younger
segments, and these facts have to be absorbed and
managed by the industry. Because of the difficulties in
producing the variety, Cox has to be sold at premium values.
A record crop of 20,000 tonnes was recorded for Class I
English Gala, up 4,500 tonnes on 2006. The good news is
that there is a demand that can absorb further expansion in
the future and within 5 years there could easily be a 50%
increase with the plantings that have occurred. The rate-ofsale has been impressive and stocks could be exhausted by
the end of January and it is estimated that a production five
times as great of Class I product will be required to fully
meet demand. The Braeburn crop at 6,000 tonnes class I
was at record level but was far short of satisfying the
inherent demand. A production five times as great could
easily be absorbed by UK retail. Egremont Russet has
undergone somewhat of a revival and the marketable crop
at 3,000 tonnes will be cleared by early February. The
prospects for the newer varieties Cameo, Jazz, Kanzi and
Reubens give great cause for optimism.

e concluded this page in the last Newsletter with a
degree of uncertainty. Following a very wet
summer and some severe hailstorms there was a
question mark on the quantity and quality of the English top
fruit crop. Fortunately the pundits of doom and gloom were
proved to be wrong. The 2007 apple season was the earliest
on record for all varieties. The weight of the crop was not
as heavy as anticipated due to the cold, cloudy summer and
the fear of excessive quantities of large fruit did not
materialise. Another characteristic was the early onset of
top colour in July, resulting from the marked differentiation
between daytime/night time temperatures, and a good
grade-out was the consequence. During the summer there
were lengthy discussions with the main retailers to maximise
shelf-space and support for English once supplies became
available. All of the retailers implemented plans to maximise
sales of English this season and there has been a
remarkable upturn in the support from those that have
under traded on English apples in previous seasons.

W

The first major variety, Discovery, sold reasonably well and
was cleared by early September. Worcester was of good
quality but a disproportionate stocking by some
supermarkets resulted in a protracted sales period. Cox at
a recorded 33,000 tonnes class I marketable crop was up
15% on 2006, but it was not until harvest had been
completed that this figure was known accurately owing to
the uncertainty of hail damage. The variety has sold well
and many multiples have been flexible regarding minor,
cosmetic imperfections. At the conclusion of October there
were 4,000 tonnes more in stock than at the same time last
year but it is expected that the season will conclude at the
end of March 2008. Certain supermarkets made a

The scenario for the main culinary variety, Bramley, is quite
remarkable. A slightly shorter crop than last year at 22,500
tonnes and an apparent increased interest has resulted in
some spectacular sales figures which have been strong
since the beginning of September. In the months August to
October an increase of 14% has been recorded in fresh
sales when compared to the same time last year.
Promotional activity and more dedicated shelf space have
been the reasons cited. At the end of November there was
500 tonnes less volume to sell than one-year-ago. Pundits
are predicting that when all the factors are taken into
account, (lower stocks, faster rate-of-sale, more committed
shelf space, low world stocks of apple concentrate and
reduced supplies from eastern Europe), there could be a
shortage of Bramley in the summer of 2008.
Thirty percent of all the dessert apples consumed in the UK
during the English season are supplied by UK growers. So
from September to February, there is a potential for a 70%
expansion. This is not realistic as many of the varieties in
demand will not yet grow in this climate, but there is
tremendous cause for optimism. What is required is a
concerted planning programme between the growers,
marketing organisations and retailers in a partnership
relationship identifying what will be required in five and ten
years. All have to be aware of and accept the plantings and
infrastructure required and the investment costs involved
with the necessary commitments from every link in the
chain.

A fine Conference Crop

Conference, the main UK pear variety registered a Class I
crop of 16,000 tonnes this year, up by 2,000 tonnes on
2006. Incredibly, sales to mid-November were up by 58%
when compared to last year. Both Comice and Concorde
crops are down but sales are more than satisfactory.
All in all the 2007/2008 English top fruit season is maturing
well and will hopefully conclude on a high note.

Apples developed good colour and early
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Soft and Stone Fruit

BERRIES and CURRANTS
disappointing note. To compound the discomfort yields
were generally low. As a consequence plantings are static.
The market is currently being supplied with Mexican fruit
which is quite abundant.

Soft fruit has undergone somewhat of a renaissance in
recent years as retailers in the UK have identified
consumer demand, products have become available over
a twelve month calendar from various global sources and
journalists have eulogised the health benefits and
desirability to the fashion conscious of the food world.
Like so many other things convenience, easy access at
reasonable prices has unleashed a latent demand. In the
struggle to be ahead in the competitive world of retailing
multiples have given greater shelf space to berries and
currants and have designed convenient, affordable,
attractive packs in practical formats. This resurgence has
benefited UK horticulture with considerable investments
being poured into berry production particularly to extend
seasons and deliver more interesting varieties.

Blackberries have enjoyed the benefits of a surge in
consumer demand. The last English fruits were available
in October and gaps that have existed in the calendar of
supply are now being filled in. There is optimism amongst
growers and retailers alike.
Blueberries have had a rough ride this autumn. The
volumes available from Europe have been low and the
other main country of supply at this time, Argentina, has
been severely affected by climatic conditions which have
been the worst for 100 years in respect of low
temperatures. The real demand for Cranberries
commences with Thanksgiving in the United States and
picks up in the UK towards the Yuletide festivities. One of
the principal importers has reported record sales during
recent weeks.
Interestingly, the demand for darker berries declines in the
UK towards Christmas in favour of the lighter coloured
fruits, a situation that is reversed in the New Year.
The prospects for stone fruit at this time of year have
always been dependent on shipments from the southern
hemisphere. Quite often it is a major challenge to harvest
and deliver Peaches & Nectarines that ripen from 6,000
miles away. Technical difficulties with Plums from certain
sources seem to have been overcome with more reliable
varieties coming on stream. Cherries are being planted
throughout the world and with technical achievements in
the area of transportation being enhanced availability is
extending, although Chile and Argentina have experienced
a late start in 2007.

Real temptation

Leading this charge has been Strawberries and over the
last four months there has been a relatively successful
conclusion to what has been a quite difficult season.
Traditionally, strawberries have had a very seasonal image
but that has changed. The last English strawberries were
retailed in the UK in late November, albeit from glasshouse
production. June and July were a washout literally and
metaphorically for the berry industry but the relatively
clement autumn months have offered some respite, with
supplies more or less balanced against demand and prices
remaining reasonable. As availability from local production
ceases until the spring the market will be catered for by
overseas shippers. In the lead up to Christmas and into
the New Year Israel and Egypt will be the main suppliers
with limited quantities emanating from other sources, such
as Ethiopia!! Winter berry sales have increased and are
offered in mixed packs as well as in the normal formats.
Raspberry growers have not enjoyed the best fortunes
during 2007 and the season concluded on a somewhat

A variety of berries
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CITY OF LONDON
BRIEFINGS
For any Liveryman
has
not
who
attended a City of
London Briefing and
is in two minds
whether to apply ask
a fellow Fruiterer who
has attended. You
will always receive a
very positive response because the
Guildhall, Corporate Centre of The City.
evening provides an
interesting and valuable insight into the workings of the
City. They are aimed particularly at new Freemen and
Liverymen, but wives, husbands and partners are also
welcome. Liverymen and Freemen of longer standing
who have not previously been to a Briefing are also
encouraged to attend. The dates of the 2008 briefings are
given here. All will be held at the Innholders’ Hall. They
are:-

• Thursday 22nd May 2008
• Wednesday 18th October 2008
• Wednesday 12th November 2008
The formats for the evening will be:• 5.00pm Registration (tea and coffee will be served)
• 5.30pm Welcome
• 5.35pm Presentation
• 5.58pm A Unique Contribution
• 6.15pm Interval and Glass of Wine
• 6.30pm How Does it Work
• 6.50pm Questions
• 7.00pm Buffet.
Application for places on the Briefing should be made on
a form that is obtainable from the Public Relations
Office, City of London Livery Courses, Wax Chandlers’
Hall, 6 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7AD.
Tel: 020 7606 3591/2, Fax. 020 7600 5462 or e-mail,
liverycourses@chandlers.ndonet.com

ROOT AND BRANCH - HOW ARE WE GROWING
Somewhat better in the last
four months we are delighted
to report that with another
£10,000 being committed.
We are almost halfway
through the Project’s life but
not quite halfway in the
funding that was targeted.
As has been reported in
previous Newsletters the
motivation behind the appeal
is to try and double the funds
of the Fruit Culture Trust
which will enable the
Company to increase the
valuable charitable works
that it undertakes. Twentyfive thousand pounds is
allocated each year by the
Awards Council. Funding
designed
to
improve
education and to underscore
its goal of promoting excellence in the industry. Evidence of
these activities can be found in the pages of this edition lest
any reader should feel that not enough is being done. We are
still in a situation where over 70% of the Membership has not
had the time or inclination to make the necessary
arrangements. All it takes is one call to the Clerk who will
ease the process and explain what the accruing benefits will
be. The sums that we require are quite modest for
individuals and we have tried to quantify these in practical
terms. Obviously, a big thank you goes out to those
Fruiterers who have already contributed. To those that have
not then please make 2008 the year that you decide to get
behind the scheme and make that call to the Clerk.
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ROOT & BRANCH APPEAL FUNDING

£400,000

Target

£300,000
£200,000
Current £144,000
£100,000

FRUITERERS GET BEEFED
AT BUTCHERS

Master Fruiterer with
Master Butcher

Master & Wardens with
Charles Gaskain

MEET THE
RENTER WARDEN
lan French was clothed as a Liveryman in 1994. He
served as a member of the Membership and
Communications Sub-committee from 1998 until
the end of 2003 and served as its Chairman for three years
1999 - 2002.

A

The Renter Warden rowing

During his career Alan served in the Police rising to the
rank of Detective Inspector. Later, he jointly owned and
managed an office technology business prior to coming
into close contact with the fruit growing and distribution
industry when he joined CHEP in 1985. He has a BA from
the Open University in Arts & Sociology.

Holland. His last role within CHEP was as European
Business Development Director overseeing all FMCG
sectors, marketing a wide range of distribution services.
He left CHEP in 2003.
Alan is married to Fionnuala and they live in Farnham
Common, South Bucks, and also maintain a house in
Catalonia. Alan has two sons by a previous marriage and
two grandchildren. His interests include recreational
rowing, hill walking and Rotary International. Avid pursuits
include ‘making a difference’ and leading an ‘exciting life’.

As a manager and later a director of CHEP, amongst other
duties he was responsible in the late 1980s for the
formalised system of palletised distribution firstly for the
UK fruit and vegetable sectors and subsequently for
replicating similar business models in Spain, France and

A SSISTANCE SOUGHT
geographical neighbours (Fruiterers) and report any news
or information on his contacts to the Sub-committee. If
you are able to assist in this networking project, please
supply your name and details to Martin Beckenham.
And finally, the annual ‘Pancake Day Races’ held on
Shrove Tuesday at the
Guildhall. There are
two aspects. Firstly,
the competition is
hotting-up
considerably
and
several of the Liveries
that are competing are
in serious training.
Next year, 2008, will be
the fourth running of
the races and the
Upper and Renter
are
Wardens
determined to ensure
that the Fruiterers have
a team that is capable
of
being
pitched
against the best. Any
who
is
volunteer,
interested, particularly
Are you up for it?
among the younger
fraternity of the Company, should contact Eric Fraunfelter
or Alan French indicating their availability to run or to help
in the organisation. Second, the races were originally
conceived to raise monies for various charities. Thus far,
this ambition has not really succeeded and we need
willing hands to help with this important work. It really is
a fun morning and those who attend have a most
enjoyable time and can sample some brilliant pancakes
prepared on site.
Contacts; Eric Fraunfelter (Upper Warden), Tel. 020 8879
0032, E-mail: EricPotts@aol.com, Alan French
(Renter Warden), Tel. 01753 642275, E-mail:
alan@french01.freeserve.co.uk and Martin Beckenham
(Chairman LM&CSC), Tel. 01795 892079/01732
848383.

he Livery Membership and Communications Subcommittee meet three times a year and it is
responsible for exactly that which its title reflects.
Chaired by Martin Beckenham, the group discuss aspects
for improving the dissemination of information to the
Livery and increasing the contact with members. There
are a number of ideas that have been pursued by individual
members of the Sub-committee to improve the situation.
Both the Upper and Renter Wardens attend the meetings
and give their weight and advice to the various projects.
It is believed that there are a number of Liverymen who
would attend Fruiterers’ functions in the City, and
elsewhere, if they had access to effective transport that
would collect and deliver
them safely back to their
places of residence, after
the event. Obviously,
this is only possible for
those living in London
and the Home Counties.
We are busy collecting
names
of
those
Fruiterers who do attend
on a regular basis and
who use cars/taxis etc.
to travel to the location
and are prepared to act
Most functions are in London –
in such a capacity.
can you offer a lift?
Please advise Martin
Beckenham if you are available to assist in this respect.
Our current Livery List, (2007), gives details of 256
Fruiterers and Apprentices; this figure does not include
Honorary Freeman or Honorary Liverymen. Naturally the
list is always changing with new admissions and deletions
for whatever reason. An analysis of the geographical areas
in which they reside has come up with the following.
London (Postal Area) 51; Home Counties 126; South 22;
Southwest 9; Wales 2; Central 17; Northwest 4; Scotland
3; Northeast 2; East 8; Guernsey 2; Northern Ireland 1;
and overseas 9. The LM&CSC felt that it would be a good
idea to have a “Link Fruiterer” in each particular area that
would be available to communicate regularly with his

T
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of educational excellence, 2) to support charitable activities
connected with horticulture or with the City of London, and
3) to promote the fellowship of gardening by introducing
new members to the Company and to beautify the City and
elsewhere.

THE WORSHIPFUL
COMPANY OF
GARDENERS

Membership of the Company, as prescribed by the Court
of Aldermen of the City of London, shall not exceed 300
Liverymen. The number of Freemen is unlimited. The
Company is administered by the Court of Assistants,
(Master, Wardens and 24 Assistants). The Master holds
office for one year. Eleven Lord Mayors have been
Gardeners.

In the second of our series
featuring Livery Companies
with who the Fruiterers have
close associations we focus
on the Worshipful Company
of Gardeners.

The Company makes donations through the Charitable
Fund linked to horticulture and gardening. It provides
funds and advice for charitable garden projects and
awards prizes to students of horticulture. It also organises
the “Flowers in the City” campaign.
On the first Thursday in July the Master & Wardens are
installed at the ‘Installation Court’.

The Company was first
mentioned in 1345 City
Corporation records and was
a survivor from the medieval
craft guilds. In 1605 after
existing as a “mystery” or
“fellowship” the Guild was incorporated by Royal Charter.
Today, the Company ranks 66th in the order of precedence
of Livery Companies in the City of London.

The Fruiterers and Gardeners
whilst maintaining their own
agendas have endeavoured to
co-operate and participate in
areas of common interest.
For example both elected to
have stands at the City Flower
Festival and shared a visit to
Hadlow College on 12th June
this year.

The Gardeners have three main objectives; 1) to promote
the art and practice of good gardening and to encourage
and support educational establishments which are centres

Master Gardener at
Installation Dinner

THE CHIEF COMMONER
Deputy Pauline Halliday, a Fruiterer, was elected as
Chief Commoner earlier in the year. The following is
Pauline’s account of the position. – Ed.

Other responsibilities include, the use of the City’s Arms
Tourist element of Tower Bridge, The consideration of
applications for City of London Hospitality and the
arrangements thereby, and the appointment of the City
Surveyor

The historic Office of Chief
Commoner is a one year
post, during which the
holder serves as Chairman
of The City Lands and
Bridge House Estates
Committee. He or she is
elected by the Committee
at the first meeting in the
City’s year in April.

The Committee sits once a month with sub committees
set up to deal with some of the aspects. In the case of a
State Banquet there is a Ward Committee upon which The
Chief Commoner sits, this deals with all arrangements. In
the case of a small or medium event such as a Lecture,
Presentation, or Reception, the Chief Commoner is also
involved. In some cases speeches are required.
Many invitations arrive on the desk of The Chief
Commoner, together with the responsibility of attending a
number of Committees (it is a matter of a balancing act at
times). I have been privileged to meet a Swedish Tall Ship
at Tilbury and travel up the Thames through Tower Bridge
with them, travel to Denmark and Finland with The Lord
Mayor, attend The City of London Academy and present
the Prizes on Speech Day, go to many Lunches and
Dinners with Livery Companies and other City Institutions,
and visit Smithfield Market in the early morning,

The City Lands Committee
is responsible for the
property
and
land
Deputy Pauline Halliday Chief belonging to the City of
Londonincluding
Commoner
acquisition management or
disposal of City of London Property. The upkeep and
maintenance and furnishing of Guildhall, Mansion House,
The Central Criminal Court, The Mayor’s and City of
London Court, The Magistrates Courts, The Monument
(now being refurbished) Prince Henry’s Rooms and Roman
Baths (Lower Thames Street) and Juxon House. The
upkeep and maintenance of the Lord Mayor’s State Coach,
the semi-state coaches, the Sheriffs’ Chariots, State
Harness and the Coach House.

There is great back up provided by The City of London,
with a flat in Guildhall, an Office, and a Driver. The various
departments are supportive therefore the work is
pleasurable and interesting. It is a great privilege to be
elected as Chief Commoner, (known in Guildhall as
“Chief”) and a memorable and happy experience.
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WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
Sir Rowland Whitehead Bt. A memorial service for Past
Master Sir Rowland was held on Friday 19th October at the
Sepulchre-without-Newgate where the Church was packed
to remember the life and works of, as he described himself,
“a true (British) gentleman”. Our Master and Wardens were
among the many Liverymen present, as was the Baroness
Thatcher. The Reading was taken from John 14:1-6,
William Tyndale Bible. Timothy West gave the Address,
recalling the many facets of Rowland’s life and his many
interests. He was Master of the Fruiterers in 1995 having
been born in Kenya in 1930, the fifth Baronet, and the great
grandson of Sir James Whitehead (Lord Mayor of London).
Rowland was a merchant banker, a vital character with many
activities in progress. For more than 40 years he was
Chairman of the Rowland Hill Benevolent Trust, set up by
one of his ancestors to look after the Royal Mail employees
and their dependents. He had also been a trustee of the
Kelmscott House Trust and had been involved with the
William Morris Society from 1953. We will always remember
his year as Master and some of the inventive ideas he
incorporated into his programme including our first
overseas visit and the establishment of our connections with
the USA. Will we ever forget the BA seat reserved for ‘Miss
Victoria Plum’ when he flew to Balmoral to present plums to
Her Majesty The Queen! After his Mastership he became
involved in setting up The Guild of Public Relations
Practitioners and became their Master for 2002-2003. He
was a churchwarden of St. Mary Abchurch. Happily married
to Isa for many years he spoke six foreign languages
including Norwegian, his wife’s mother tongue. After the
collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe he became
President of the Rising Stars in Romania and was awarded
that Country’s Order of Merit for his work in stimulating the
economy. We shall miss him and our thoughts and prayers
are with his family.

Past Master Sir Rowland Whitehead

Christopher Dodsworth Walker. Honorary Freeman C D
Walker died on the 18th November, aged 89. Chris Walker
was formerly the Ministry of Agriculture ADAS National Fruit
Adviser with an office at East Malling Research Station.
Earlier he had worked as an adviser in Herefordshire and
Cambridge. He was a skilled communicator and organist
with a gift for getting on with people. He built up a strong
rapport with research staff and attended station events well
into his retirement. Chris had a distinguished war record; he
served in Burma as a Major in the Royal Signals and was
mentioned in dispatches. He always refused to talk about
the war and merely said “I was lucky”. In retirement he
served as Technical Secretary to the forerunner of the
present Fruiterers Awards Committee. For many years Chris
was member of the Royal Horticultural Society’s Fruit &
Vegetable Committee and a supporter of the Society’s Fruit
Group. He regularly judged at RHS and Marden Fruit
Society Shows. Sadly his wife Margaret died some years
ago and Chris spent his latter years in a nursing home. He
leaves two daughters, Juliet and Olivia – and many friends.
Our thoughts and prayers are with them.

Honorary Freeman Christopher Dodsworth

Michael Stewart Taylor. Liveryman Mike Taylor, a director
of Flamingo Holdings died on the 20th November. A true
fruit man Mike had worked in Covent Garden before joining
Marks & Spencer. Her became a director and held many
senior positions but is best remembered for his years in
control of fresh produce, a role that he felt passionately
about, working towards elevating the M&S image for quality
and freshness to new heights. Mike leaves a wife Jill,
daughters Samatha and Rebecca and son Michael Jnr. Our
thoughts and prayers are with them.

Michael Stewart Taylor
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NEW LIVERYMEN
AND FREEMEN

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S
Henry & Heather Bryant. Past Master Henry Bryant
married his partner Heather Gare at the Waldorf, Aldwych
in London on 22nd August. Jill Redsell was the Witness
and Christopher Orme (a cousin of Henry’s) was the best
man. Rather belatedly we send them congratulations and
wish them much happiness.

LIVERYMEN
At the Autumn Court Meeting Matthew Hancock, Simon
Jessel, Clive Jory, Martin Mash & David Simmons. We
apologise to David that his photograph does not appear in
this feature. Ed.
FREEMEN
At the Autumn Court Meeting Terence Ogborn.

Matthew Hasncock

Martin Mash

OMISSIONS

Simon Jessel

In the last edition of the Fruiterers’ Newsletter we
promised to bring you the story of Liveryman Peter
Cooper being photographed while out and about in his
official capacity as a ‘City Guide’. Unfortunately we were
a little premature, as Peter has not yet been allocated an
assignment that we can report in these pages. As soon
as he does however we will be providing feedback. Also,
we invited Fruiterers to send photographs of their
Jimmy the 1, Black Mulberries and where they have
been planted. Regrettably we are a camera shy livery as
none have been received so it is a roll over to 61. Ed.

Clive Jory

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

OBITUARIES

Adrian Barlow, Jenny Bartlett, Heather Bryant, Angela
Chapple, EMR, The FPJ, Alan French, Lionel French
(The Clerk), The Gardeners Company, Pauline Halliday,
David Hohnen, Peter Holland, Jane Lockwood, Gerard
Lyons, Adam Olins, Ian Rainford (The Remembrancer),
Ivor Robins (The Master), Brian Self and Mike Solomon.

We record with regret the deaths of Liverymen
Phillip George Holt Evans on the 7th July, John
Nikolas Ciclitira on the 9th September, His
Honour Michael Coombe on the 20th October,
Christopher Dodsworth Walker, and Michael
Stewart Taylor on 20th November. Also Vena
Adams (widow of Bishop Jimmy Adams) on the
20th October. We send their families, colleagues
and friends our deepest sympathies.

THANKS
On behalf of the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers the
Editor would like to extend sincere thanks to the
anonymous sponsor who has made the publication of
this edition of the Fruiterers’ Newsletter possible.
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